The Art Of Storytelling
Skin Care Campaign Launched By Tennis Champions
Tracy Austin And Lindsay Davenport
(NAPSA)—Have you recently
considered scheduling an appointment with your aesthetic specialty
physician (e.g., dermatologist,
plastic surgeon) to talk about how
you can improve the look of your
skin? If you have, you’re not alone.
Nearly 10 million nonsurgical aesthetic procedures were performed
in 2007, according to the American
Society of Plastic Surgeons
(ASPS). In fact, hyaluronic acid
(HA) dermal fillers, such as JUVÉDERM ™, have jumped from the
fifth most popular nonsurgical procedure in 2006 to second most popular in 2007.
As a result of the ongoing popularity of HA fillers such as JUVÉDERM™, Allergan, Inc. in partnership with tennis greats Tracy
Austin and Lindsay Davenport,
launched Decades of Smooth™, a
health education campaign aimed
at educating women and men
about the best skin care routines
for the various decades of life, taking into account lifestyle choices,
environmental factors and individual approaches to aging.
“After years on the court and in
the sun, I began to notice changes
in my skin that no amount of
exercise and healthy eating could
fix,” said Tracy Austin, a former
world No. 1 tennis player and a
network commentator for women’s
tennis. “During a visit to my dermatologist, I asked him what I
could do to address the wrinkles
that bothered me most—the lines
that went from the bottom of my
nose to the sides of my mouth. He
recommended treatment with
JUVÉDERM ™ dermal filler, and
after just one treatment, my lines
were instantly filled in and I was
happy with the smooth and natural-looking results.”
Lindsay Davenport, a winner of
55 career WTA tour single titles,
adds, “As a new mom in my 30s
with a busy career on the courts,

Tennis champions Tracy Austin and Lindsay Davenport, in partnership
with Allergan, Inc. have helped launch the JUVÉDERM™ Decades of
Smooth™ campaign, a health education campaign aimed at educating
women and men about the best skin care routines for the various
decades of life, taking into account lifestyle choices, environmental
factors and individual approaches to aging.
it is important that my beauty even when your face is relaxed. In
routine stay simple. Treatment addition to topical anti-aging skin
with JUVÉDERM™ dermal filler is care products, aesthetic injectable
perfect for me because it instantly treatments, like JUVÉDERM ™,
creates a natural, refreshed look which contains HA, can be injected
with minimal downtime. After my into wrinkles and folds such as
treatment, my friends notice a dif- “parentheses” to instantly add volference, but they can’t quite put ume and minimize their appeartheir finger on what it is.”
ance. These fillers deliver a
Women and men of all ages smooth, natural-looking result
often ask what to expect from that can last up to one year.
their skin as they age. Below is a
What to expect in your 40s
brief overview of potential signs of and beyond: As we continue to
skin aging through the various age, the structural support of the
decades of life:
skin begins to break down as colWhat to expect in your 20s: lagen, HA and elastins begin to
Fine lines and wrinkles may start diminish, causing the skin to lose
to appear. Topical anti-aging skin volume and facial wrinkles and
care interventions like sunscreen, folds to become more prominent.
antioxidants and exfoliants can Your doctor may recommend
help prevent and protect the skin JUVÉDERM ™ dermal filler to
from the appearance of premature treat the “parentheses” lines
aging.
between the nose and mouth and
What to expect in your 30s: other wrinkles and folds on the
Continued exposure to the envi- face where volume has been lost
ronment, coupled with repeated over time.
facial expressions such as frownFor more information on
ing, squinting and smiling may JUVÉDERM™ dermal fillers visit
make wrinkles and lines apparent www.juvederm.com.

A Brief Description of Relevant Indications for Use, Contraindications, Warnings, Precautions and Adverse Events for JUVÉDERM™ Injectable
Gel
Indication: In the United States, JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel is indicated for correction of moderate to severe facial wrinkles and folds (such as nasolabial folds).
Contraindications: JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel should not be used in patients who have severe allergies marked by a history of anaphylaxis or history or presence
of multiple severe allergies. JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel should not be used in patients with a history of allergies to gram-positive bacterial proteins.
Warnings: JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel should not be injected into blood vessels. If there is an active inflammatory process or infection at specific injection sites,
treatment should be deferred until the underlying process is controlled.
Precautions: The safety of JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel for use during pregnancy, in breastfeeding females or in patients under 18 years has not been established.
The safety and effectiveness of JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel for the treatment of areas other than facial wrinkles and folds (such as lips) have not been established in
controlled clinical studies. Patients who are using substances that can prolong bleeding, such as aspirin or ibuprofen, as with any injection, may experience increased
bruising or bleeding at injection site. Patients should inform their physician before treatment if they are using these types of substances. As with all skin-injection procedures, there is a risk of infection. JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel should be used with caution in patients on immunosuppressive therapy, or therapy used to decrease the
body’s immune response, as there may be an increased risk of infection. The safety of JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel in patients with a history of excessive scarring (e.g.,
hypertrophic scarring and keloid formations) and pigmentation disorders has not been studied. If laser treatment, chemical peel or any other procedure based on active
dermal response is considered after treatment with JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel, or if JUVÉDERM™ injectable gel is administered before the skin has healed completely
after such a procedure, there is a possible risk of an inflammatory reaction at the treatment site.
Adverse events: The most commonly reported side effects are temporary injection-site redness, swelling, pain/tenderness, firmness, lumps/bumps and bruising.
Most side effects are mild or moderate in nature, and their duration is short lasting (seven days or fewer).
Important: For full safety information, please visit www.juvederm.com or call Allergan Product Support at (877) 345-5372.
CAUTION: This device is restricted to sale by or on the order of a physician.
2008 Allergan, Inc. Irvine, CA 92612. ™ marks owned by Allergan, Inc.
JUVÉDERM™ is a mark owned by Corneal Industrie SAS
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(NAPSA)—To learn more about
the nutritional advantages of
incorporating avocados into one’s
diet and to get inspired by some
delicious avocado recipes, visit the
Hass Avocado Board’s new health
and nutrition microsite at
www.avocadocentral.com/healtha
ndnutrition.
***
Think of your heart when you
go grocery shopping, choosing
whole grains, beans, fruits and
vegetables. Use a cooking oil that
is low in saturated fat, such as
canola oil. For recipes and information, go to www.canolainfo.org.
***
S.Pellegrino ® Sparkling Natural Mineral Water and Acqua

In 18th century America,
artists journeyed from town to
town with paintings of men and
women, complete in every feature
but the faces. A person wishing
to sit for a portrait had to select
the body he liked best and let the
artist fill in the missing hair and
face.
Panna ® Natural Spring Water
acquire their distinct mineral flavors, textures and purities from
their respective underground
aquifer sources in San Pellegrino
and Tuscany.
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(NAPSA)—According to the
Trave l I nd ustry Asso ciation,
Americans make over 1 billion
trips each year, the vast majority
of these dedicated to leisurely
pursuits.
No matter how brief or long the
trip, one of the best ways to preserve and share travel memories
is storytelling through words and
photos immediately after returning from a vacation.
Professional photographer and
author Dane Howard stresses the
importance of storytelling as a
way to preserve memories of special times spent as a family.
According to Howard, “As a
child, I treasured my collection of
National Geographic magazines
and loved the travel stories that
the photos told. Now, as a husband and father of two, I strive to
create that same reference library
for my family’s memories.”
Howard believes that one of
the best ways to do this is to
create a photo book, which
allows travelers to customize
h a r d c o v e r b o o ks w i t h p ho t o s
and captions that truly tell their
story.
Photo site www.Shutterfly.com
is a leading online resource for
such photo books that only require
a quick photo upload. The site
has several travel-themed
books, or visitors can find inspiration for travel styles and stories from other users though its
gallery community, available at
http://community.shutterfly.com.
There, thousands of books are
posted, rated and commented on,

Photo books can be a great way
to document a vacation, event or
lifetime.
and the “make one like this” feature makes it simple to use someone else’s book as a template.
In fact, the Web site cites its
No. 1 gallery topic as “Travel”
with the most popular Travel subgroups being “Europe,” “Tropical”
and “U.S.”
Howard says, “Life is filled
with significant events that
become your life’s story. Periodically document life ‘chapters’ to
share online and in person.” He
offers the following tips for maintaining memory preservation
year-round:
• Make a habit of reviewing
your memories. Revisit at least
once a month.
• Author while you browse
your photos. This saves time and
helps with editing.
• Let the images jog your memory and the story will follow.
“When complete, photo books
can serve as coffee-table fodder
and create opportunities to gather
as a family and relive special
times,” says Howard.

Private Student Loans: How To Spot Deceptive Offers
(NAPSA)—An education beyond
high school can be expensive and
could require you or your family to
take out loans to help pay for it.
Student loans fall into two categories: federal loans and private
loans. Federal loans are subject to
oversight and regulation by the
federal government. Private loans,
sometimes called “alternative
loans,” are offered by private
lenders and do not include the
benefits and protections available
with federal loans.
The Federal Trade Commission
(FTC), the nation’s consumer protection agency, and the U.S.
Department of Education (ED),
the agency that oversees federal
student loans, say it pays to learn
about student loans so you can
make an informed decision about
financing your education.
Private Loans
Private companies may offer
you loans and other forms of
financial assistance for your education. They often use direct mail
marketing, telemarketing, television, radio and online advertising
to promote their products.
Comparing the costs of different ways to finance your education is important. Private loans
tend to have higher fees and interest rates than federal government
loans. Generally, they do not offer
the opportunities for cancellation
or forgiveness that are available
on many federal loan programs.
So it makes good financial sense
to exhaust your federal loan
options (as well as grants and
scholarships) before considering
loans from any private companies.
If you are thinking about a private student loan, it’s important
to know whom you’re doing business with and the terms of the
loan. The FTC and ED offer these
tips to help you recognize questionable claims and practices
related to private student loans:
• Some private lenders and
their marketers use names, seals,
logos or other representations

Comparing the costs of different
ways of financing your education
is important.
similar to those of government
agencies to create the false or misleading impression that they are
part of or affiliated with the federal government and its student
loan programs.
• ED does not send advertisements or mailers or otherwise
solicit consumers to borrow money. If you receive a student loan
solicitation, it is not from ED.
• Don’t let promotions or incentives like gift cards, credit cards
and sweepstakes prizes divert you
from assessing whether the key
terms of the loan are reasonable.
• Don’t give out personal information on the phone, through the
mail or over the Internet unless you
know with whom you are dealing.
• Private student lenders typically ask for your student account
number—often your Social Security number (SSN) or Personal
Identification Number (PIN)—saying they need it to help determine
your eligibility. However, because
scam artists who purport to be private student lenders can misuse
this information, it is critical to
provide it or other personal information only if you have confidence
in the private student lender with
whom you are dealing.
To learn more, see “Student
Loans: Avoiding Deceptive Of fers” at www.ftc.gov and visit
www.FederalStudentAid.ed.gov.

